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about mcneelmcneel is a software company headquartered in seattle, washington,
usa. mcneel is a developer of unique vfx and animation software that allows users to

create content that is more realistic and engaging. some of the company's most
recognized products are v-ray and iclone. mcneel's products are used by

entertainment industry professionals, research institutions, education institutions,
and hobbyists around the world. for v-raya new lighting and rendering plugin for v-

ray has been released. it aims to extend the raytracing capabilities of the v-ray
product. this release contains a number of major changes and improvements,

including support for x-ray visualization, per-material beam pencilling and
portraiture, native support for project scenes, and more. to learn more about this

release, read its release notes. to download the plugin and get started, click on the
"get the latest version" button here. for iclonenew features and improvements for

iclone have been announced. one of the highlights of this release is new support for
scene hierarchies. scenes can be nested and parents contain child scenes. this

should allow for much more intuitive creation of complex scenes. in addition, there
are many improvements to the autocad python api and in-built features. more

information is available at http://blog.esen-soft.com/blog/2015/03/22/print-sharing-
with-vray-iclon . about esensoftesensoft is an innovative software solutions provider

for the visualization industry. since inception in 2009, esensoft was founded on a
vision to integrate advanced simulation and rendering techniques with collaborative
content creation tools to enable designers, engineers and scientists to create high-
fidelity immersive experiences. the company continues to advance its products and

services through product innovation, partnership and education initiatives. with
offices in seattle and san francisco, the company is led by an experienced team of

experts with a strong passion for creating the most advanced solutions.
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when using standalone raytracing in a 3d package, the workflow will change entirely.
the rendering engine will become the primary workflow tool. you will need to

configure raytracing exactly as you do for 3d packages (even though v-ray has its
own configuration system that is loaded from the 3d package.) for further details on
using display key, please refer to display key extension . the display key extension is

disabled by default, and is therefore not used by default when you start your vray
session. in the year 200,000, a young blond girl named celine vray was kidnapped by

a gang of smugglers, from which the vrays are still suffering the consequences
today. basically, her father, a banker, had been forced to commit illegal activities to

support his family, and this led to the kidnapping of celine. but that wasn't all. shortly
after their kidnapping, celine's mother, muriel, who was a remarkable runner,

developed a mysterious illness and died a year later. therefore, in order to survive,
celine was kidnapped to learn, by pure chance, enough to run more than forty

kilometers a day without stopping. this was the begining of celine's journey. celine
then joined the forces of the new republic as a runner and eventually became a

medic in the army of the republic. however, the war began to take its toll on celine.
at the same time, she was captured by bounty hunters and was offered to prince of
mandalore himself, who was in search of the best medics to rebuild his army. you

can see that at the height of the war, celine vray was brought to mandalore, where
she was put to work as a healer. in addition, she realized that she was in love with a

former member of the rebel alliance, a young female named lyssana. however, celine
continued to trust in the jedi order. 5ec8ef588b
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